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bstract

Cu95Co5 alloys, consisting of Co nanoparticles, were obtained by subjecting rapidly quenched ribbons to suitable dc Joule-heating treatments
0 ≤ I ≤ 5.75 A for 60 s) in order to induce different degrees of Co precipitation with particles having different average size. The behaviour
f the resistance versus applied field is influenced by the structural changes (Co cluster formation) that occur in the samples after different
hermal treatments. The dependance of the electric and magnetic properties on microstructural configurations has been studied by measuring

oom-temperature hysteresis loops and GMR. By combining the GMR response with magnetization data, information on the magnetic correlation
etween magnetic moments of neighbouring Co particles will be obtained and correlated to the different microstructures induced by current
nnealing.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Melt-spun granular alloys [1], consisting of nanosized
agnetic particles dispersed in a non-magnetic matrix, have

een extensively investigated due to the presence of a significant
esistance variation under an applied magnetic field (giant
agneto-resistance or GMR) [2,3]. During the last decade, it

rogressively became clearer that the conventional superpara-
agnetic (SP) model is an excessively crude picture of the
agnetic and magnetotransport properties of these materials.
ystematic studies have evidenced that in melt-spun granular
lloys it is very common to invoke an improved model that
akes into account the presence of dipolar interactions among

agnetic nanoparticles dispersed in the non-magnetic matrix
so-called ISP regime) [4]. The search for alloys displaying
ure or almost pure SP behaviour led sometimes to efforts in
ecreasing the content of the magnetic component in the alloy.

In this paper, a rapidly solidified Cu95Co5 (nominal compo-

ition) alloy has been produced and selected samples have been
ubjected to non-conventional current annealing (Joule heating)
n order to favour the precipitation of nanosized magnetic clus-
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ers from the out of equilibrium solid solution of Co in Cu.
hile always being in its SP state, the alloy properties still

how a remarkable dependence on the annealing current, lead-
ng to improved magnetic and magnetoresistance properties for
n annealing current above 5 A.

. Experimental

A continuous ribbon of nominal composition Cu95Co5 has been produced
y melt-spinning in vacuum. Selected samples have been subjected to dc Joule
eating in vacuum with current intensities ranging in the interval 0 ≤ I ≤ 5.75 A
or t = 60, in order to induce different degrees of Co precipitation with particles
aving different average size. Room-temperature hysteresis loops were obtained
y using an Alternating Gradient Force Magnetometer under a field up to 20 kOe.
agnetoresistance measurements were performed at room temperature with the

onventional four-contacts technique under an applied field up to 20 kOe (field
nd current in sample plane, but orthogonal to each other).

. Results and discussion

Magnetization curves as a function of magnetic field on
s quenched and current annealed samples never display any

etectable hysteresis; the shape of the M(H) curve can always
e fitted with a superposition of Langevin functions where the Co
article moments and their relative weights are left as a free fit-
ing parameter [5]. The quality of the fitting is always very good.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic saturation (full symbols) and maximum GMR value (open
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particles, whose relative distance slightly increases for the sam-
ple annealed at I = 5.5 A that displays the larger (and thus more
separated) clusters made of interacting smaller Co particles. The
effective diameter over effective distance ratio is also reported
ymbols) as a function of annealing current intensity. The dashed line is the
xpected magnetic saturation value if all the Co atoms were grouped into parti-
les contributing to the magnetization of the alloy.

ccording to the ISP model [4], the effective magnetic moment
eff and diameter Deff of the Co particles can be obtained with

his analysis, as well as the effective number of particles Neff per
nit volume; their effective average distance deff is simply equal
o N

−1/3
eff .

The magnetic saturation value of all studied samples is
eported in full symbols in Fig. 1. The dashed line is the mag-
etic saturation value that the alloy should display if all the Co
toms were segregated into particles contributing to the magne-
ization of the alloy. In the as quenched conditions, the alloy
aturation is clearly very far away from its maximum theo-
etical value, indicating that a large fraction of Co atoms are
ispersed into the Cu matrix as a result of the rapid solidifi-
ation process (it is usually expected that about 3 at.%. of Co
an be dispersed in Cu with this technique [6]). Joule heating
nhances Co atoms precipitation into particles [7,8] for heating
urrents above 4.5 A; when I = 5.5 A the alloy saturation reaches
maximum, while the reduced MS value of the sample annealed
t I = 5.75 A possibly indicates the beginning of Co redissolu-
ion in the Cu matrix. Fig. 1 also reports as open symbols the

aximum GMR value of the studied samples as a function of
he annealing current; strongly annealed samples display the
est GMR response, indicating that the current induced Co pre-
ipitation favours the presence of small and numerous particles
nstead of the growth of few larger ones.

Fig. 2 reports as full symbols the effective magnetic moment
ssociated to the average Co particle as a function of anneal-
ng current, as results from fitting procedure described above.
he samples displaying the largest GMR values also display

he lowest μeff values, indicating that the annealing process
nhances the formation of small Co particles responsible of the
MR effect. At I = 5.5 A, μeff first abruptly increases, indicat-

ng that small Co particles start to coalesce into larger magnetic

nits (detrimental to GMR), then higher current intensities act to
ecrease the effective moment per particle, marking the onset of
o redissolution into the Cu matrix, according to the behaviour
f the saturation magnetization reported in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 also
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ig. 2. Effective magnetic moment (full symbols) and effective number (open
ymbols) of Co particles dispersed in the alloy.

hows as open symbols the effective number of Co particles, as
function of annealing current. A higher particle density cor-

esponds to smaller particles, but when small particles start to
oalesce, their number per unit volume decreases, possibly indi-
ating that larger Co particles may actually be an effective cluster
f smaller, structurally independent but magnetically interacting
o particles. For the highest annealing current value the final

ncrease of Neff may indicate the loss of magnetic correlation
mong the small particles that formed the larger clusters, thus
esulting in a larger number of independent Co particles in the
lloy (as will be explained later in the comment of Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 displays the effective average distance deff among Co
articles (full squares). Samples annealed with currents ≥5 A
re clearly characterized by smaller (see Fig. 2) and nearer Co
ig. 3. Full squares: effective distance between Co particles dispersed in the
lloy. Open squares: ratio of the effective diameter of Co particles and their
ffective distance (dashed line: geometrical prediction). Full triangles: room
emperature conduction electron mean free path.
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Fig. 4. Top: dipolar energy of interaction among Co particles dispersed in the
alloy, as a function of annealing current; the dashed line is the room temperature
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hermal energy. Bottom: GMR vs. reduced magnetization curve for the sample
nnealed with I = 5 A (open symbols); the line is the parabolic best fit of the
xperimental data.

s open squares; the initially low values of this ratio indicate
hat the as quenched sample and those annealed at I < 5 A are
haracterized by few particles, while most of the Co atoms are
ispersed in the Cu matrix. On the contrary, the sample annealed
t I = 5.5 A is characterized by almost all Co atoms forming clus-
ers, since the Deff/deff ratio is very close to its predicted value
or Co spheres in a 5 at.% Co alloy. The possible redissolution of
o into the Cu matrix at the highest current intensities observed

n Fig. 1 is confirmed by the corresponding reduction of the

eff/deff ratio. Fig. 3 also shows the conduction electron mean

ree path λ as a function of annealing current as calculated from
esistivity measurements using the Drude formula. λ is always
maller than deff; those samples displaying the largest GMR ratio

[

[
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re characterized by λ values closer to deff, thus maximizing the
robability of magnetic scattering of the conduction electron on
o particle surfaces.

The fact that λ is always smaller than deff suggests that the
MR versus reduced magnetization M/MS dependence should

lways be perfectly parabolic [5], i.e. the Co particles should
e independent. This is the case, as indicated in one example in
ig. 4 (bottom), where the full line follows a parabolic law and
erfectly reproduces the experimental data. This is true also for
he sample annealed at I = 5.5 A, even if it exhibits a beginning
f particles aggregation through magnetic (dipolar) interactions
hat give rise to larger effective clusters (see Figs. 2 and 3).
his behaviour is confirmed by Fig. 4 (top) where the dipolar

nteraction energy of Co particles displays a maximum for the
ample annealed at I = 5.5 A, but is always very far from room
emperature thermal energy (dashed line), thus justifying the
ood SP behaviour of this alloy and its parabolic GMR versus
educed magnetization. The dipolar energy reduction could act
o partially destroy nanoparticle clusters in agreement with the
esults of Fig. 2.

. Conclusions

A full set of room temperature magnetic and magnetotrans-
ort measurements coherently describes the rapidly solidified
u95Co5 alloy as superparamagnetic, with parabolic GMR ver-

us reduced magnetization curves. However, detailed study of
he Co particle effective size and distance shows that current
nnealing is able to strongly vary the number and size of Co
articles, thus largely affecting the GMR value of the samples.
maller, closer and non interacting Co particles situated at an
verage distance close to the conduction electron mean free path
re responsible of the largest GMR ratio, while the strongest
nnealing conditions favour the redissolution of Co into the Cu
atrix.
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